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From Smart to Wise

Green Walls

Schneider Electric has come
up with an eco-friendly answer
to your multiple remote control
woes: a new integrated home
control solution that links your
electrical, multimedia and
telecommunications devices
to one user-friendly, energyefficient system. Unlike ‘smart’
systems, which work better with
the device they are based on,
Wiser Home Control connects
and controls different devices
and technologies so that
users are able to access them
anytime, anywhere via Webenabled apps, preset shortcuts or direct control. The alarm system, for instance, allows
users to wake up to bed lamps and gentle music followed by curtains opening, while
the security system can activate lighting at home to deter intruders or, if necessary,
send the owner an email alert. The Control can also be pre-set for energy-saving or
monitoring energy consumption, and alert users about energy use and conservation.
The interface accordingly encourages a consistent effort to maintain eco-friendly
practices across different control devices and provides solutions to match the user’s
habits and needs. www.schneider-electric.vom

Hong Kong-based eco furniture
company Ecotropolis has designed
a vertical ‘living wall’ system to help
create green space in the home and
workplace. Using a high-quality felt
fibre derived from recycled plastic
bottles, the designers created
pouches to provide a nurturing
home for plants to grow in. The felt
is “breathable” and engineered to
be water-repellant, thus preventing
moisture from seeping out and
soiling the wall. Taking into account
people’s busy schedules, Fern also
accommodates a self-irrigating
system to minimise maintenance, and
in case of overwatering, an overflow
system has been designed in the
pouches so excess water can drain
off the side of the pouch. The frame
used to attach the pouches is made
from recycled wood and is simple
enough to be installed as a DIY
project. www.ecotropolis.co

MAPPING FUTURE HOMES IN STYLE
ONE TO TEN
Danny Cheng Interiors

Now available at Basheer,
Dymocks, HK Book Centre,
Jumbo Grade and Kelly & Walsh
• 270 pages
• Hard cover
With over ten years of experience under his belt, Danny Cheng is no ordinary designer. The Hong Kong

• 16 projects with floorplan

native set up Danny Cheng Interiors in 2002 and has led his design team through initial concepts to

• HK$280, US$36

final touch ups of varying environments since. For readers to fully understand Cheng’s craft, One To Ten

tel: (852) 2520 2468 www.hinge.hk

provides insight into the designer’s ideals and encapsulates the spirit of the contemporary Asian home.
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